Photosynthesis
CONVERTION OF LIGHT INTO CHEMICAL ENERGY
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Photo synthesis reactions takes place into two stages:
1.) light dependent reactions
It takes place in the thylakoid membranes and use light energy to make
ATP and NADPH.

2.) calvin cycle
Carbon atoms from carbon oxide are fixed and used to build threecarbon sugars. This process is fuelled by, and dependent on, ATP
and NADPH from the light reactions.
Both of them are needed for
the completion of the
Photosynthesis in a plant.

Photosynthesis II catches and moves energy from the
sun in the thylakoids.
chlorophyll retains daylight
vigorous electrons enter the electron transport
chain
water atoms spill and oxygen is delivered
Photosynthesis I catches away and produces energyconveying particles.
chlorophyll assimilates energy from the daylight
stimulate electrons are utilized to make NADPH
NADPH is moved to light-free responses

The first stage is the carbon fixation, the
enzyme RuBisCO incorporates carbon
dioxide with a five-carbon molecule
called as ribulose biphosphate (RuBP).
The resulting six-carbon compound is
then split into two molecules of the
three-carbon compound, 3phosphoglyceric acid (3-PGA).
The second stage is the reduction,
wherein the 3-PGA molecules that are
created throigh carbon fixation are
converted into molecules of a simple
sugar-glycerate 3-phosphate (G3P). This
process is powered by ATP and NADH
that came from the light-dependent
reactions of photosynthesis.
The last stage of the calvin cycle is the
regenaration, the remaining G3P
molecules go to make glucose while
others must be recylcled to regenerate
RuBP so that the cycle can continue.

After the energy from the sun is
converted and packaged into ATP and
NADPH, the cell has the fuel needed
to build carbohydrate molecules. The
carbohydrate molecules made will
have a backbone of carbon atoms.
The light-independent reactions are
sometimes called the Calvin cycle
because of the cyclical nature of the
process.

